Keeping Millions of Windows Closed For Over 65 Years
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Hung Hardware
Selection Guide

Choosing the correct hung hardware is dependent upon the window profile and mounting space. There are two main
methods of attaching hardware to the meeting rail that utilize 2 different keeper styles. Both conditions are
illustrated below. All the critical dimensions are determined from the window profile.

The first condition represents the case where the profile has room to have the
sweep and keeper mounting on parallel surfaces, in either a flush or slightly offset
condition. Also, the keeper width must be less than or equal to the mounting
dimension shown below. In this instance, the critical dimensions on the profile are
the profile offset and the spacing for the keeper to mount, referred to as the mounting
dimension below.

The following simple formula can then be used to determine the correct dimensions for the sweep and keeper
heights.
Keeper Height = Profile Offset + Sweep Height

For example, a window with a profile offset of 1/8" could use a keeper with a height dimension of 9/16" plus a
sweep with 7/16" reach. 9/16" = 1/8" + 7/16"
The second condition represents the case where the keeper must be mounted on a surface
that is perpendicular to the mounting surface of the sweep. The most critical dimension
is the profile clearance which must be greater than the keeper thickness. This ensures
that the window will pass by the keeper without any interference. The other dimensions
of the hardware are dependent on where the keeper can be mounted. The keeper and the
top of the sweep must align for proper and secure locking of the window.
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291 012
This sweep is a popular Bronze Craft design. Opposite hand
available, 291 013. Pole operated and security versions are also
available. Works with the following keepers: 204 001 for slight
offsets, and 204 031 for flush mounts.

294 001

Opposite hand available, 294 031.

293 007
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292 002
This simple sweep for hung and sliding
windows is used where there is an
extruded groove in the secondary sash
frame or with the Bronze Craft 204 007
keeper. Also available in pole operated
and security versions.

293 009

294 018
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290 001
This is Bronze Craft’s smallest available
sweep lock. Opposite hand available,
290 002. Works with the 204 003 keeper
for flush rail mounting or the 204 005 for
offset mounting.

293 001
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291 001
This sweep lock is similar to the Bronze Craft 291
012, but has a lower sweep height and 1 1/2”
mounting holes. It is a good intermediate sized
sweep for use where the 291 012 is too large and
the 290 001 is too small.

293 002
This security sweep has mounting holes
almost inline with the pivot axis of the
sweep to allow for rib clearance in
extrusions that require it. The sweep may be
locked in place by turning down a captured
set screw on the sweep.

290 028
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This low profile sweep lock is used on the
meeting rail along with a customer supplied
shoulder screw. It is used where an extruded
keeper groove is provided at the meeting rail
or with our 204 007 keeper.

This popular keeper works with our
291 012, 294 001, and 293 007
sweeps. For narrow rail mounting
conditions please see our 204 031
keeper.

204 001

204 series

These keepers mount on the top of the meeting
rail and work with our smaller sweep locks like
the 290 001 and the 293 001.
“C” Dim
Cam

13/32”

10.3 mm

23/64”

9.1 mm

Part Number
204 003
204 004

204 005
This keeper is similar in function to the
above parts, but the geometry, cam, and
mounting holes are slightly different than
the 204 003.
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204 series
These keepers are similar to the 204 001, but with
narrow mounting feet. The keeper sits pitched back by 3
degrees to make sure there is ample clearance for the
meeting rail to pass by when opening the window.
“B” Dim
Width

5/16”

7.9 mm

1/4”

6.4 mm

Part Number
204 031
204 077

204 series

These low profile keepers work with the 292 002, 293 009,
and 294 018 sweep locks and are designed for use with
windows that do not already have an extruded groove in
the meeting rail.

“B” Dim
Width

5/16”

7.9 mm

1/4”

6.4 mm
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Part Number
204 007
204 060

204 002
This low profile keeper works with our smaller sweep locks like the 290 001 and
293 001. It allows the meeting rails to pass by one another and mounts in such a way
that the mounting screws are in shear stress, not tension which is a much stronger
method of attachment.

204 010
This keeper is similar to the
204 002, but is designed to fit
most of the Bronze Craft
sweep locks.

204 056

This keeper is similar to the 204 010, but is
completely flat to allow for the meeting rails
to slide without any interference.
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This keeper is similar to the
204 002, but is designed for
to fit larger sweep locks.
The 204 058 has a milled
mounting section, shown.
The 204 115 is unmilled,
not pictured, and has a flush
mounting surface on the
back side of the keeper.

204 series
This keeper comes in a version
with counter sunk holes for flat
head screws, 204 146 shown,
and a version with straight holes
for round head screws, 204 042,
not shown.

This low profile keeper is open on the lower
portion to fit many sweep lock geometries.
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204 006

204 series

This spring loaded sill latch has a built in lift and a side bar to prevent
pinched fingers during operation. Works with the 217 001 keeper.
Opposite hand available, 263 002, and works with the 217 002 keeper.

263 001

269 015

This spring catch is used on the lower sash of hung
windows that have an extruded lift rail built in. The lift
rail is machined away to allow the spring catch to fit
properly. Two parts may be used for wide windows.

269 009
This spring loaded catch is designed for use
at the meeting rails in place of a sweep lock.
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269 010

This spring catch is primarily used at the head of a large double
hung window to keep the upper sash from drifting down when
the lower sash is opened.

269 014

This spring catch is similar to the 269 014 in
function, but features a heavier duty design
for applications that require additional
strength and ease in operation.
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269 048

This spring catch is similar to
the 269 010, but features a built
in ring that works with a sash
pole to raise and lower the
upper sash for ventilation and
cleaning.

These keepers are typically used with our spring catches such
as the 269 010, 269 014, and 269 015. They may be used at the
head or sill of the window. Several sizes are available.

219 007

219 008

219 017
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217 001
This keeper is used with spring catches mounted at
the sill or head. The notch allows the finger guard
of the 263 001 to pass below the engagement point
to ensure proper sealing. Opposite hand available,
217 002.

219 025
This anti-lock out keeper allows the user to slide part
of the keeper, painted red, over to prevent the spring
catch from locking during maintenance access or
cleaning of the window.

210 series

Part Number
210 101
210 163
210 185
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The geometry of these angled keepers
allow them to properly engage with
Bronze Craft spring catches which are
designed with angled latchs, allowing
the hardware to seal properly.

“A” Dim

“B” Dim

11.1 mm

4.0 mm

6.4 mm

4.0 mm

7.1 mm

4.4 mm

Cam Height

7/16”
1/4”

9/32”

Thickness

5/32”
5/32”

11/64”

“C” Dim
Angle

10 degrees
15 degrees
15 degrees

